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About This Game

Revulsion is the missing link between old school classic first person shooters and modern day first person shooters. Imagine if
the classic fps had evolved in a direction other than a story based experience, to being something much more brutal, with more

advanced gameplay mechanics. Revulsion takes classic Doom and Quake style gameplay and combines it with the core concepts
that permeate the Dark Souls design philosophy.

You will navigate both hand crafted and randomly generated level design to unravel a series of increasingly more dangerous
environments. If you die, you will have one chance to recover your dropped credits and loot, or it will be erased forever.

Revulsion is a game that is meant to challenge you without being unfair.

Revulsion also includes light RPG elements such as leveling, crafting and upgrading your equipment. In addition to that, there is
a large amount of potential loot that you can discover to help you along the way. Weapons, armor, and even special abilities that
are tied to limited resources. You will have the ability to craft items from blueprints, as well as repairing broken items that you

may find throughout the world.

Exploration is key, as you will be searching all over the world to discover as many secrets as possible. You never know what you
might find as you unearth the deepest darkest depths.

How far can you get?
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Title: Revulsion
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Russell Meakim
Publisher:
Russell Meakim
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x64

Processor: Intel Core i7-950 (4 * 3000) or equivalent / AMD Phenom II X4 965 (4 * 3400) or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480 (1536 MB) / Radeon HD 7850 (2048 MB)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I have had constant problems from day one with this game. Every time I come to what I think is supposed to be a save game
screen the game crashes, forcing me to quit the game and restart. I checked with Asypr support some time ago and they didn't
help and closed the ticket without solving the problem. This game so far was a BIG waste of money.. Great skill based gesture
controls for spell casting. You really feel like you're actually casting your abilities. It does take a bit of getting used to, but
progression is a nice combination of getting better at the casting mechanic and increasing your powers in a souls inspired
upgrade system. Instead of increasing generic stats, your upgrades are all enhancements or modifications to existing powers, and
it's very rewarding.

I purchased the game about a year ago, but I really haven't played it much until it's recent emergence from early access.
Whenever I've encountered a problem I've found the developer has already answered it in the game's discussion forums. He is
very engaged and actively supportive of the game post release.

I highly recommend this game. It's a dark, disturbing world with a cryptic and engaging story. I'm looking forward to seeing how
it all ends.. Excellent adventure with many pop culture references. Enjoyed the music but main selling point is the comic book
artwork. Logical puzzles, completely voiced game and devs who fix issues quickly make Wailing Heights a steal at $10 and
easily recommended.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoa508z_YI8&index=1&list=PLslfvIJAupsyvGAWnWLejKjx5bpQnXGO4. Very nice
game. Well worth the price.. Why is there even a reason to NOT buy this game?
Worms: Ultimate Mayhem is a mashup of one of my favorite games of all time - Worms 4 Mayhem and the original Worms
3D. If you're one of those hardcore Armageddon players who didn't really enjoy stepping into full three dimensions, this is
absolutely not the game for you. As for me, since I've started my Worms saga in World Party and rapidly progressed to W4M, I
think this is a welcome blast from the past.
Although simple and somewhat basic, weapon creation is definitely enjoyable. Add the ability to customize your military
annelids and you've got the recipe for a good first impression. Combat takes a while to get used to, with the default setting being
toggled to inverse Y axis (useful for controllers, not so much for the mouse - modify that in your settings). The W4M story has
the humour I remember, putting you in the place of a team of students in a quest through time.

Overall, I believe it is quite worth the price it achieves when in sales (3,24€ - about five dollars) and is enjoyable alone and with
friends, be it online or on the same machine. Have fun!. quot;What's that sound?!" This is a constant thought coursing through
my mind while playing Dark Echo. From start to finish you will be on edge while experiencing the world in a whole new way.

Endless enjoyment will have you wondering if you have reached the end of these halls, catacombs or dungeons avoiding things
that have no shape. This game will prey on the fears in the back of your mind as much as it will challenge you to overcome those
very fears.
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I remember playing the demo for this back in '95 and had some good times with this one. Never knew it was an Australian made
franchise. Too bad about the emulation though because the audio was comical and the soundtrack was pretty catchy, at least
being DOSBox that can be corrected. Definitely worth picking the 3DR Anthology package though!. Pros
-The overwhelming poise and grace of 16-bit graphics. Can't fight the charm!
-The soundtrack is delightful! I like keeping the game in window mode so I can appreciate the music.
-I love the top-down perspective used in battles, not only is it refreshing but it's also giving me Lufia and Daikaijuu Monogatari
vibes.
-Being able to change the weather to meet my tactical needs or simply for the fun of it. Reminds me of what Zephyr Skies: The
Winter Sage could have become if it wasn't a troll game.
-Many colorful feathers to collect, many spells to customize your characters with. Extra points for having water, wind and earth
magic.
-You can tweak the difficulty as you wish and I find this a very considerate touch.
-Feel free to walk right through people! Albeit not under tents.

Cons
-The dialogue writings are not impressive and that's already made clear within my half-hour play. I wish there were more
commas to split those long sentences up.
-Characters are little more than cardboard cutouts and I find it difficult to sympathize with them.
-No stats comparison when buying equipment. Need a patch.
-The tile colors look somewhat scruffy as I prefer more vivid contrasts.

Suggestions for sequels
-Improve the writing. And the characters.
-The menus could use some polishing.
-A feather fusing system, perhaps? For example, you can combine a soaked feather with a gale feather to create a powerful
spell, which will affect the weather as well.

All in all, I'm satisfied with my purchase and would recommend it to my fellow JRPG enthusiasts. This could very well be the
start of another great series.. Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet The Medic is a free VR game that is a demo for Surgeon Simulator
game. It worked on Win 10, looked ok, played ok, sounded ok. You need to look for a gameplay video to figure out what to do
to win in game.

Try it and complete it.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZBLMHJO6s4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r93aWerThs8

https://uploadvr.com/surgeon-simulator-vr-review/

https://vrgamecritic.com/game/surgeon-simulator-vr-meet-the-medic. Okay, so this isn't the best Nancy Drew game out there,
but I can never figure out why. Maybe River Heights is a little boring compared to other game locales, like Japan, Germany,
etc.? Maybe the stakes are just too low when the only think really at risk is Nancy's reputation? Maybe the characters are just a
little flat? I don't know, but none of it is so bad as to put me off playing the game altogether. It's still a fun mystery, and getting
to play as Ned, Bess, and George, is a rare treat that I always enjoy.
I do recommend this one, but with a grain of salt. It's just not quite as fun as the other games that came before (and after) it..
Interesting game for such a small price and is quite fun unless you can't read.. I never thought I would see a game like this on
Steam. I like it a lot. Just passed Grade one Kanji and had fun doing it. The characters are nice and clear. The music is very
nice. It looks complex, but it is surprising just how quickly associations are made. Thank you for providing this game. I would
like to see more like it.. Pretty solid game. The only things locked off are (the majority of) theming materials in the level editor
which can be only obtained through purchasing the full game. Overall if you want an oldschool multiplayer FPS like doom for
free download it, if you want to easily make levels for said game, buy it.. +Free (Now)
+Nice step into the FPS
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-No one is playing it
-Some people paid for it and got nothing in return

2\/5

Would be good if there was more than one server with 3 bots up. But there isn't, this game is dead. It used to cost money, but to
try to get people to play they made it free without offering any type of skin or anything to the people who did play. So those
people quit unhappy that they got nothing for supporting the developers. I'd just get Pavlov instead.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. bepis

great art, great sound, a masterpiece in every conceivable way

11/10 would ahegao again

thanks happyhand, now my hand isnt the only thing that's happy. First few hours of the game is very similar to Chapter 1 but
with the addition of the protagonist's mysterious imouto and with slight changes on how the characters were introduced. This
chapter features Amano Angeline Hotaru as the main heroine and I have to say this is the highest dose of tsun I have ever been
exposed to in a VN.

Like other works from the same developer it excels with the quality of visuals. It is not fully animated but they worked on
blinking eyes, moving mouths and characters turning around. It made use of the same audio assets as ch1. I was really looking
forward to watching the game's OP but the featured video on the store page wasn't in the game. Memories for this chapter only
featured CG and music; the only animated video for the ending wasn't available in the extras. Chapter 2's overall plot is weaker
than eden* and ef but it made me remember how much I enjoyed slice of life back when I've read Supipara ch1.

The ending scene leaves more questions about the overarching storyline. It left me wanting to know more about the titular
character "Alice the magical conductor" but it still won't be touched up with the sequel as the ending also suggests that chapter 3
will feature Yuuzuki Momiji.

I recommend this to all fans of Minori's previous works. I'm really hoping that the eventual completion of all the chapters will
be far more impactful than any one ending; something akin to Ef: A Fairy Tale of the Two or DCIII.
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